Product preview

TOMY GACHA
New products from Tomy Gacha for 2011 will include
licensed toys such as Harry Potter, Hello Kitty, Disney
characters including Tinkerbell and the Princesses as well
as Nickelodeon characters SpongeBob SquarePants,
Hannah Montana and Dora the Explorer.

COTTON CANDY
VENDING
INTERMATIC will be present its latest version of the
popular Candy Floss Vending machine, launched at the
recent IAAPA Orlando exhibition. Now using the MEI 2700
bank note recycler which has the ability to give exact
change in bills and coins, the machine continues to prove
itself in many varied markets worldwide because of its long
term earnings stability, the popularity of the end product
and the diverse customer base. This model also
incorporates a patented, fully automatic bowl cleaning
system which extends the interval between cleanups to
1,000 vends and will prove extremely attractive to street
operators.

TOUCH FX

ADRENALINE Amusements presents its second
product for the amusement market – Touch FX.
Available as a regular arcade video game, the
platform also offers a redemption application
and a growing catalogue of games will be offered
for the operator to choose from. Adrenaline’s
goal is to support operators in making a real
investment out of TouchFX by continuously
offering new games over time to the player. The
stateoftheart cabinet design delivers the
attractive elements that entertainment centres
require, including a 46ins screen, two hand multi
touch display, one to three player modes and an
optimal footprint of 48ins.

NEW LICENCES
WHITEHOUSE Leisure will present more than 10 new licensed products for 2011.
For the first time in Europe, Teletubbies and In the Night Garden plush toys will be
available as will several film related plush toys
headed by the Smurfs and the Easter blockbuster
Rio, as well as television favourites Wonderpets,
which will be launched for the first time as well as
the new collection of Garfield. There are several
nonplush crane products to complement
Whitehouse Leisure's collection of licensed and gift
quality plush toys and its redemption prize collection
has now increased to over 500 different products
ranging from the lowest ticket values up to iPads.
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LIFESTYLE LEISURE
LIFESTYLE Leisure, UK distributor for
Simonis pool cloth, Aramith pool
balls and Garlando foosball tables
will present the latest ranges for all
three companies in 2011. Simonis
is the chosen cloth for all major
tournaments and its 860 cloth is the
choice of professional players and
was recently used for the Mosconi
Cup  pool’s version of the Ryder Cup.
Aramith balls were also used in the event
and Lifestyle Leisure stocks the complete range for both pool and snooker. On behalf of
Garlando, Lifestyle will also present the popular Silver Olympic table in 2011.

COIN SOLUTIONS
CUMMINS Allison presents its Jetsort range of coin sorters – ranging from the
highspeed M6400 and M4200 with sorting speeds of 6,000 and 3,000 coins
per minute respectively, to the compact M1000 series, capable of counting up
to 1,800 mixed coins per minute, the Jetsort’s compatibility with industry
specific software has enhanced the coin counting process
and significantly reduced the processing time. The
Jetscan has also been introduced to deal with the
increased number of notes that also require
processing – it connects directly to
the Jetsort to provide a
complete cashhandling
solution, or standalone, it
has the ability to
process mixed
notes and is
available in both a
single and dual pocket
version.

MEI
MEI will introduce the new SC Advance this year – the next generation product of
Cashflow SC bill validator. Enhancements include an improved recognition system
which provides proactive security by utilising transmissive sensors to see all the way
through notes in multiple wavelengths; faster billtobill speed, which upgrades the
player experience and speeds up transactions to expand throughput, expanded
memory, limiting part numbers and submissions
by allowing more notes to be recognised in a
specific release of firmware, as well as
comprehensive barcode recognition that
processes barcode coupons in all four
directions and improves acceptance on multi
width currencies. As well as this there is an upgrade to
USB 2.0, which speeds up communications with the
host machine and even potentially expands
functionality. Because the enhancements are localised
to the acceptor head, SC Advance can work hand
inhand with legacy Cashflow SC units already in
the field.

